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For centuries small tribes or clans of dark-skinned, black haired people, gaudily dressed, 

have traversed the European and American continents. Although they have no basic religion or 

social structure which binds them together, their habits and shiftless manner of living identifies 

them. According to historians they originated in India and are more commonly known as 

“gypsies.” 

In the realm of insects there is a moth which bears that same name—the gypsy moth. It, 

too, is a traveler and universal thief in that it feasts upon foliage of trees and shrubs with little 

discrimination and destroys the beauty and greeness of the plant. The destructive stage is that of 

the caterpillar. 

The female moth is approximately twice the size of the mate and although it possesses 

wings it is unable to fly due to its heavy body. The body and wings are colored white with black 

markings. Very productive is this moth, laying her clusters of four to five hundred eggs in a 

variety of places as tree trunks, rock crevices, beneath stones or bark, in leaves or walls. A rather 

interesting fact is that this moths instinct seems more maternal than many others in that it takes 

the hairs from its own body to form a blanket and protection over the delicate eggs. Instinctively, 

the mother has cared for the new little caterpillars which hatch in the warm spring just as the 

available young leaves begin to unfold. Now the caterpillar in its state of development must 

recloth itself several times as garment after garment is shed by the enlarging insect in its larval 

stage. Although the caterpillar has no wings it is able to fly, but in a very peculiar manner. Soft, 

fluffy hair covers the body during this larval period. Gusts of winds blow these tiny larval into 

the air as they are dropping from trees by delicate silken strands which they spin while they 

descend (similar to the spider). It is not uncommon to be wafted away more than twenty miles. 

Thus, each generation is spread further and further resulting in havoc in the plant kingdom. 

When leaves of trees and shrubs are scarce, the relentless insect attacks grass, crops, or anything 

that it can strip. Beauty is turned into waste and barrenness. 

How did this devastating insect reach our shore? It was in 1869 that Trowvelot, a French 

scientist, who was concerned about a plague detrimental to silkworms, introduced the gypsy 

moth from the Old World. He was attempting to cross various moths with the silkworm to pro-

duce a strain of caterpillars able to spin a silk which would not be effected by the destructive 

disease then prevalent. The eggs of these different species of moths were kept in boxes, and 

carefully guarded. 

However, on an eventful day, it took but one gust of-wind to carry the light box with its 

destructive contents from the window sill of his lab to the ground. A tragedy, indeed! In vain he 

searched with his magnifying glass for these wee eggs on the ground below and surrounding 

territory. Nor did he conceal his accident, but immediately informed authorities, realizing that 

they must be on guard at once. 

For the next fifteen years nothing serious happened, but in 1889 in Medford, a band of 

gypsy moths invaded the town. A plague it was, and gardens were infested with the swarming 

creatures, parks were stripped, trees were bared, houses entered by the hoards of caterpillars on 

their “hunger march.” Housewives found them in beds, in cupboards and every conceivable 

place. Evidence it was of the productive life cycle. 

How could man fight the small but numerous invaders? A question, indeed, for the 



scientist. Millions of dollars were, spent and hundreds of men employed to fight this foe. In the 

autumn diligent search was made to destroy the clusters of eggs of the gypsy moth, while in the 

spring of the year a poisonous spray was used on trees. These methods could by no means 

control the rapid spread of this undesirable insect. It was essential to find a natural enemy which 

preyed upon these moths. To the shores of Japan and Europe (the native habitat of the gypsy 

insect) sailed scientists bent upon this goal. Results were gratifying and they returned with a 

collection of a certain kind of beetle called the Calosoma beetle. It is a beautiful colorful insect 

with various shades of green, violet, copper, blue, and gold. What an ally this has proved to be, 

as it ascends the highest trees to capture and devour its prey and our enemy—the caterpillar of 

the gypsy moth. It has been estimated that during its lifetime one Calosoma beetle destroys the 

equivalent of three hundred grown worms. 

By no means is this “insect war” over, it goes on without the sound of weapon and gun, 

but continues to cost our government at least two million dollars a year. The damage already 

done can never be estimated, and at present thirty-five thousand square miles of our eastern U. 

S., especially in New England is invaded by a tiny enemy—The Gypsy Moth! 
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